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introduction

• Pretty well everyone here who plays 
games will have cheated at them
– You may indeed do so routinely

• Whether you know you’re cheating is 
another matTer, of course

• The thing is, what you regard as 
cheating, other players may think of as 
being perfectly acCeptable
– You are someone else’s “other players”

• They may consider you to be cheating 
when you don’t



cheating

• The first thing I should nail down is 
what I mean by “cheating”

• The best definition I’ve come across is one 
from 1978 by bernard suits

• he considers a player’s atTitude to 
games based on two factors:
– Whether they want to win by the game’s 
own definition of winning

– Whether they play by the rules or not

• We can draw this on a convenient 2-axis 
graph
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scunthorpe

• Scunthorpe is a steel-making town 
gracing the Lincolnshire landscape



rules

• the part of this I’ll be loOking at 
concerns the rules of the game

• Games actually have thrEe types of rules:
– 1) Ones determined by physical limits

• I can’t kick a ball that’s 5 metres from me

– 2) WriTten ones
• Fouls lead to free kicks

– 3) UnwriTten Ones
• “ungentlemanly conduct” catch-alls

• These are treated difFerently for 
computer games than for other games



Different rules

• In non-computer games:
– physical rules are coded in by the physics of 
the universe

– Written and unwritten rules work through 
social norms sustaining a magic circle

• In Computer games:
– physical and written rules are coded in 
directly

– Unwritten rules depend on the individual

• Players construct their own unwritten 
rules, expecting others also follow them



rules

• When you play chesS in RL, why don’t 
you take your opponent’s king with 
your queEn on the first turn?

• You don’t because it’s a game which 
only exists while you follow the rules

• Computer games are diFferent

• You don’t do it in computer chess 
because the computer won’t let you

• Computer game default: Anything not 
coded out is by definition aLlowed



Against rules

• There are many things you can’t code 
out that are against “the rules”

• They don’t even have to be gameplay-related
– Aol’s scunthorpe problem

• Some are diFficult to police
– Multi-boxing

• Some are impoSsible to police
– Online walk-throughs

• players in rl trust each other to stick 
to the rules, but beyond a critical mass..?



Player types

• I’m perhaps best known for my work 
on player types,
– I therefore feel that I need to give you your 
money’s worth…

• This came out of my work on mMos:
– Achievers like acting on the world, 
treating it as if it were a game

– Explorers like interacting with the world
– Socialisers like interacting with other 
players

– KilLers like acting on other players, 
imposing themselves on them
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Key point

• people play games for different reasons

• AsSociated with each of those reasons 
are sets of unwriTten rules

• Players folLow those unwritten rules
– But only The ones for the dimension of 
play they individually wish to experience

• they regard breaking these rules as 
cheating

• Key point: they do not regard breaking the 
rules of other types as cheating!



achievers

• Achievers follow a meritocracy rule
• They feel that if someone has status, it 
should be because they earned it

• They are horRified if people can get an 
achievement some other way
– The monopoly example

• To them, it’s like buying a phd or a 
world record – it’s cheating

• Yet Other types see nothing wrong in 
paying for an in-game advantage



explorers

• Explorers will readily pay to gain 
access to new content

• For them, figuring out content is 
paramount

• They want to understand the game 
more than other players do

• They are angered by web sites that 
“give away” solutions

• Using them is, to an explorer, cheating
• Yet other players do it aLl the time



socialisers

• Socialisers don’t rate the game itself
• They’ll hapPily use out-of-game methods 
to achieve in-game success
– They just want to hang with their friends

• they value people and conNections
• They despair at lfg mechanisms and 
their meaningless, transient relationships

• Community-free Grouping that bypasSes
friendship and loyalty is cheating

• no other types feel that way, though



killers

• Killers get fun from hurting people 
who didn’t consent to that possibility

• Anything that interferes with this aim 
is cheating, in the killer’s view:
– Complaining about being attacked
– Demanding some killer-favourite ability be 
nerfed

– Running to the protection of npc guards

– Calling in help from friends

• All these are fine in other players’ views



Breaking rules

• Not aLl cheating is like this
• Some of it is acCidental

– You don’t know that the rule you’re breaking exists

• Some of it is meta-gaming
– You’re not playing SW:TOR, you’re playing one-

upmanship with your RL friends

• Some of it comes from frustration
– “this game is too hard!”

• Some of it comes from boredom
– “this game is too easy!”



friction

• In The examples on the previous slide, the 
player acCepts that they cheated

• However, for much of the cheating that 
goes on they don’t accept it

• They really don’t see that it is cheating!
• The reason for this is that for them, it 
isn’t cheating

• The entire f2p business model is based on 
exploiting this friction between 
player types



implications

• If you are targeting a game at a 
particular player type, be aware of 
what that type considers cheating

• This is why f2p with any p2W in it 
works best for casual games
– Hard-core (achiever) gamers loathe it

• It’s why for comMunity games, you 
shouldn’t streamline out or abstract away 
conNections between players
– most of today’s “social games” aren’t social!
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summary

• The only computer game rules that you 
can rely on are the ones coded in
– And maybe real-life laws too

• All other rules are optional
• People play games for different reasons

– They think the game is “about” different things

• They rarely break their own idea of the 
rules but have no conception of other 
players’ ideas of the rules

• Thus, they cheat without cheating


